
INNER DERIVATIONS OF NON-ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 

R. D. SCHAFER 

In this note we propose a definition of inner derivation for non-
associative algebras. This definition coincides with the usual one for 
Lie algebras, and for associative algebras with no absolute right (left) 
divisor of zero. I t is well known that all derivations of semi-simple 
associative or Lie algebras over a field of characteristic zero are 
inner. 

Recent correspondence with N. Jacobson has revealed that a 
number of the ideas in this note duplicate some of his current re
searches.1 In particular, he has shown that every derivation of a semi-
simple non-associative algebra (that is, direct sum of simple algebras) 
with a unity quantity over a field of characteristic zero is inner in 
this sense. 

1. Preliminaries. A derivation of a non-associative algebra 21 
over a field % is a linear transformation D on 2Ï satisfying 

(1) (xy)D = x(yD) + (xD)y 

for all x, y in 21. I t is known [2]2 that the set 3) of all derivations of 
21 is a Lie algebra over g if multiplication in 2) is defined by 

(2) [Dh D2] = D1D2 - DtDi 

where D1D2 is the ordinary (associative) multiplication of linear 
transformations. £) is called the derivation algebra of 21. 

If we write Ry for the right multiplication 

x—*xy— xRv for all x in 21 

and Lx for the left multiplication 

y —» xy = yLx for all y in 2Ï, 

the definition (1) is seen to be equivalent to either one of 

(3) [Ryi D] = RyD for all y i n 21 

or 

(4) [Lx, D] = LxD for all x in 21 
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1 N. Jacobson, Derivation algebras and multiplication algebras of semi-simple 
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2 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. 
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We denote by JR(2Ï) (or Z(3t)) the set of all right (or left) multiplica
tions of SI. Then (3) and (4) imply 

(5) [RW), S>] ^ 22(31), [L(ïï), S>] ^ L<$), 

where by [©, £ ] we mean the linear set spanned by all [S, T] for 
5 in ©, T in SE. Anti-commutativity 

(6) [5, r] = - [r, s] 
and the Jacobi identity 

(7) [[s, r ] , cr] + [[r, u], s] + [[u, s], T] = o 
for linear transformations on St imply 

(8) [ © , £ ] = [ £ , © ] , 

(9) [[©, 2 ] , U] g [[£, U], ©] + [[U, ©] , £ ] 

for linear sets ©, SC, U of linear transformations on St.3 

A non-associative algebra St which is not the zero algebra of 
dimension one is called simple in case its only ideals are {0} and St. 
A semi-simple non-associative algebra St is the direct sum Sl = 3li 
© • • • ©St* of simple components St». 

The center 3 of a non-associative algebra St consists of all elements 
c in St such that 

(10) Lc = RCy RyRc == RcRy == Rcy 

for all y in St. The center of St is characteristic; that is, 3 ® = 3» F ° r 

LCD= [Lc, D]=[RC1 D]=RcD, while RVRCD = [RyRc, D]- [Ry, D]Re 

— [RcRy, D J — Re [Ry, D J = [RC} D ]Ry = RcDRy = R(cy)D ~ Rc(yD) — R(cD)y 
Also the simple components of a semi-simple algebra are char

acteristic, for St< = 3tt implies that x in St» may be written in the form 
x=J2y&for y if ZJ 'm 2t<. Then xD = J2(yszj)D=HyAziD) + HiyjD)** 
is in St» since St» is an ideal of St. 

The center «3 of a simple non-associative algebra St is either {0} or 
a field. If St contains a unity element 1, then 3 ^ {o}, and St may be 
regarded as an algebra over «3- As such, it is central simple (that is, 
simple for all scalar extensions). 

2. Inner derivations. Let 93Î be a linear set of transformations on 
St, and write 

(11) SDîi = m, 90?» = [SRi, 2K*-i], * = 2, 3, • • • . 

3 Throughout this note we use the notation 53+S for the sum of the linear sets S3, 
S ; we do not mean necessarily that 93P\(S = {0}. 
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Then the set 8 = 9)îi+ • • • +5D?»+ • • - is the smallest Lie algebra 
containing 2)î. For, when we prove 

(12) [2R«, Wlj] =§ m** i, j = 1, 2, • • • , 

we have proved that S is a Lie algebra. By virtue of (8) it is sufficient 
to prove (12) for jtjzi. If i = l we have (12) by definition. We assume 
therefore that [2R*f JWi]^SK*+i for any l^k and for k<i. Then 
[m<, a»i]= [[a»i, SN<-I], a»,lâ [[ÜR<-I, a^], wti]+[[mi9 a»i], a««l 
g [2tt,+,_i, 2Ri]+[2R/+i, SW«]g2tt<+./ by (9). Now any Lie algebra 
containing SDÎ contains all Tli and therefore 8, so 8 is the smallest 
Lie algebra containing SDÎ. 

The role of 8 is analogous to that of the enveloping algebra of 3D?, 
which is the smallest associative algebra containing 93Î. Clearly 8 
is contained in the enveloping algebra of SDÎ. 

Let 2tt be the set i?(2l)+£(2l) spanned by the right and left 
multiplications of 51. Then we call 8 the Lie transformation algebra of 
SI. 8 is contained in the so-called transformation algebra 7"(2l), the en
veloping algebra of the right and left multiplications and the identity 
I. 

DEFINITION. We call a derivation D of a non-associative algebra 
21 inner in case D is in the Lie transformation algebra 8 of 21. 

We recall that an algebra 2Ï is associative in case 

(13) (xy)z = x(yz) for x, y, z in 21. 

I t is easy to see that (13) is equivalent to any one of 

(14) Lxy = LyLx, [Lx, Rz] = 0, RyRz = Ryz. 

Let 

(15) D = Rd-Ld for d in 2T; 

then D is a derivation of 21 by (3) and (14) since [Ry, Rd—Ld] 
= [Ryy Rd]=Ryd-dy. Derivations of this form have always been called 
inner derivations of the associative algebra 2Ï. They are inner deriva
tions by our definition. 

THEOREM 1. The Lie transformation algebra of an associative algebra 
%is 

(16) 8 = RQQ + £(21). 

If 21 has no absolute right (left) divisor of zerof then a derivation D of 
21 is inner if and only if D has the form (15). 

Any element of i?(2Q+L(2t) has the form Rx+Ly. Then (14) 
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implies that [RXl+LVl, RX2+LV2]=[RX1, RX2]+[LVl, LV2]=^R[xitX2] 

+Liy2>yi] in i?(Sl)+Z(3I), so that R(W)+L(K) is itself a Lie algebra, 
and (16) holds. Let Rd+Lf in 8 be a derivation of 21. Since (15) is a 
derivation, so is (Rd+Lf) — (Rd — Ld)=:Lf+d- From (1) we have 
(f+d)xy = x(f+d)y + (f+d)xy, or x(f+d)y = xR(f+d)v = 0 for all x, y 
in 2Ï. Hence jR(/+d)î/ = 0. Assuming there is no absolute right divisor 
of zero in 21, we have (f+d)y — yLf+d~0 for all y, or Z,/+d = 0, Rd+Lf 

= Rd — Ld. A similar argument may be made in case 21 contains no 
absolute left divisor of zero. 

The identities 

(17) xy = — yx, {xy)z + {yz)x + (zx)y = 0 

define a Lie algebra. These together are equivalent to 

(18) Lx = ~ Rx, [Ry, Rz\ = Ryz* 

Then (3) and (18) imply that 

(19) D = Rd for any d in 21 

is a derivation of 2t; this has always been called an inner derivation of 
a Lie algebra. I t is also inner by our definition. 

THEOREM 2. The Lie transformation algebra of a Lie algebra 21 is 

(20) 8 = R(%). 

A derivation D of % is inner if and only if D has the form (19). 

For Z(2I) = i?(2I) and [#(21), £(2Q]gi?(2I) by (18). 

THEOREM 3. The set 3 = 8rY£) of inner derivations of a non-associa
tive algebra 21 is an ideal in the derivation algebra 2). 

If J is in 3 and D in 3), we have [/, D] in ©. Moreover, J may be 
written in the form J = ^2,Mi ,Mi in 9D?«. Now 

(21) [Wli, 2)] £2»<f i = 1, 2 , ; . . . 

The case i = l of (21) is given by (5). We assume (21) in a proof by 
induction. Since Mi+i is a sum of elements of the form [Mi, Mi], 
we have [if,-+i, D] a sum of elements of the form [[Mi, Mi], D] 
= -[[Mi, D], M!]-[[D, Mi], M t ] in [Wli, TOi]+[9tti, 2R<l = 5W<+i. 
Then [/, £>] is in £[2R<, S ) ] â 2 > l < = 8f and [ƒ, £ > ] e 3 = 8H£). 

COROLLARY, /ƒ 35 is simple and 3> 5̂  {0}, tóen 3 = 3 ) ; J t o is, a// /&e 
derivations of 21 are inner. 

THEOREM 4. Ze/ 2t = 2ïi© • • • ©2Ï» fo a semi-simple non~associa-
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tive algebra, 2Ï; simple. All the derivations of 21 are inner if and only if 
all the derivations of 2t; are inner (i = l, 2, • • • , s). 

Since 21* is characteristic, any derivation D of 21 induces a deriva
tion D{i) on 21», and 

(22) D = Di + • • • + D9t Di derivations of 21, 

where the restriction of D{ to 21; is D™ and 2t;Z>;={0} for j V l . 
Conversely, if D(i) is a derivation of 21;, the transformation J9; on 21, 
whose restriction to 21; is D{i) and for which 2ly.D; = {o} if j?*i, is a 
derivation of 21; then so is the sum (22). Since the 21; are pairwise 
orthogonal ideals, a similar decomposition of right and left multiplica
tions is possible, and any element T of the Lie transformation algebra 
8 of 21 may be written as 

(23) T = Ti + • • • + T8 

where 2T,T; = {o} for j V i , and the restriction of 7\ to 2Ï; is an ele
ment T(i) of the Lie transformation algebra of 21;. Conversely if T(i) 

is an element of the Lie transformation algebra of 21;, define the 
transformation 7\- of 21 whose restriction to 21; is T(i) and for which 
2 1 ^ ; = {0} if j V i ; then T{ is in S, and so is the sum (23). Then D = T 
if and only if J5«> = T^ (i = 1, 2, • • • s). 

3. Alternative algebras. An alternative algebra 21 is a non-associa
tive algebra in which 

(24) x2y = x(xy), yx2 = (yx)x for all x, y in 2Ï. 

All associative algebras are alternative. Moreover, all simple alterna
tive algebras are associative, except for algebras which are Cayley-
Dickson algebras over their centers [4]. Cayley-Dickson algebras are 
algebras S of dimension 8 formed from a (generalized) quaternion 
algebra O as follows: the elements of fë = Q + z > ö are qi+vq2, q% in 
O ; multiplication in S is defined by 

(25) (qi + vq2)(qz + vqA) = (qiqz + 7?4&) + vfaq* + qzq2) 

where y T^O in g and q = t(q)l — q for q in O with qz — t(q)q+n(q)l = 0. 
In an alternative algebra 21 the "associator" [xi, x2, xz] = (xix2)xz 

—Xi(x2xz) "alternates"; that is, [xi9 x2, xz] = e[xiv ] for any 
permutation i\, i2l i% of 1, 2, 3, where € is 1 in case the permutation is 
even, —1 in case it is odd. Equivalently, 

= [LXi Rt] = [RXt LM\. 
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Now (26) implies that 

(27) [RXi Rz] = R[X,z] — 2[LXt Rz\ 

and 

(28) [Lx, Lz] = — L[x,Z] — 2[LXf Rz\t 

where by [x, z] we mean xz — zx in 21. Also 

(29) Di = 3[LX, Lz] + 2RiXtZ] + Lix>z] 

is a derivation of 21 for any x, z in 21, for it is easy to see from (26) that 

(30) [Ly} [LX, L Z \ ] = Ly[Lx,Lz\ + Vlxtzh 

while (28) gives [Ly, 2R[X>Z] "\~L[xtz\\ ——£[!/,[*,«]]• 
With (27) and (28) 

it is easy to write several variants of (29) ; indeed, if the character
istic of % is not two, we obtain the symmetrical expression 

(31) D = [Lx, Lz] + [Lx, R,] + [Rx, R,] 

for D = Di/2 in (29). Then the sum 
(32) D = £ ([LXi, Lti] + [LXi, RZi] + [RXi, RZii) 

i 
is also a derivation of 2Ï for #»•, Zi in 21. 

THEOREM 5. The Lie transformation algebra of an alternative algebra 
21 over g of characteristic not two is 

(S3) 2 = i?(2l) + £(2t) + [£(21), R($)l 

Let 9K1 = JR(2l)+L(2l) and 2o = Wli+ [L(2Q, £(»)] . Then 9W2 

= [3»i, 9Ki]^So by (27) and (28). Assume ^ _ i ^ 8 0 . Then 5W< 
= [2Ri, S»<-i]â [2Ri, 2»i+[L(«), *(«)]] = 2Ri+[2Ki, [L(«), * (») ] ] . 
Since the characteristic of g is not two, it follows from (28) and (30) 
that [Ly, [Lx, Rz]] is in 2o- Similarly it may be shown that 
[Ry, [Lx, JR.]] is in 8o. Hence 9Kt-^8o for all i, 8 rgSo. But 8o^2tti+2)?2, 
so S=8o. It is clear from (27) and (28) that we may also write 
g = £(2I)+L(2I)+[L(2I), L(2l)]=i^(2t)+L(2ï) + [i?(2l), #(«)] . 

THEOREM 6. All derivations of a Cayley-Dickson algebra S over a 
field of characteristic zero are inner. They have the f or m (32).4 

4 Added in proof: Let 2t be an alternative algebra with unity element over % of 
characteristic not two or three. Then (using 2 **R(tL) +L(%) + [!,(«), L{%) ] and (29)) 
one may prove that a derivation D of H is inner if and only if D is the sum of two 
derivations: one of the form (32), the other of the form (15) with d satisfying 
[d, #> y] =0 for all x, y in 21. For a Cayley-Dickson algebra (£ the second derivation in 
the sum is zero. 
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The set of inner derivations of © is not {0}, f or it is easy to choose 
a pair of quaternions x, z in O such that [z, x] T^O. Then, applying D 
in (31) to v in (25), we obtain vD=v[z, x]+v[z, x]+v[z, x]=v[z, x] 
since z+z = t(z)l. Then P ^ O . But D is inner and, by the corollary to 
Theorem 3, all derivations of £ are inner, for it is known [3, p. 780] 
that the derivation algebra 35 of S is simple (the exceptional simple 
Lie algebra of dimension 14). To see that the set ©0 of derivations 
(32) is an ideal in 3), it is sufficient to show that for D\ in (29) we 
have [Di, Df] in 35 0 for any derivation Dr of S. But this is an easy 
consequence of the Jacobi identity and the fact that [x, z]D' 
= [*, zD']+[xD', z]. Since £ ) 0 ^ { o } , £)0=2). 

THEOREM 7. All derivations of a semi-simple alternative algebra 2t 
over a field of characteristic zero are inner. 

Since 21 is the direct sum of simple components which are either 
associative or Cayley-Dickson algebras over their centers, and since 
it is well known that derivations of the associative components are 
inner, this theorem is reduced by Theorem 4 to the case where 21 is a 
Cayley-Dickson algebra (£ over its center 3 - But, since the char
acteristic is zero, the derivations of 2Ï map the field S upon {o}; 
moreover, if 35 is the derivation algebra of 6, then 35# is the derivation 
algebra of 21. Then by Theorem 6 all derivations of 21 are inner. 

4. Jordan algebras. A Jordan algebra is a commutative algebra 
21 in which 

(34) x2(xy) = x(x2y) for all x, y in 2Ï. 

A. A. Albert has shown [l, equation (8), p. 550] that in a Jordan alge
bra 21 over % of characteristic not two the identity 

(35) [Ry, [Rx, Rz]] = R(xy)z~x(yz) 

holds. Tha t is, [Rx, Re] is a derivation of 21 for any x, z in 2Ï. So is the 
sum 

(36) D = £ [R*t, *•«!, for xi9 Zi in 2Ï. 
* 

THEOREM 8. The Lie transformation algebra of a Jordan algebra 21 
over a field of characteristic not two is 

(37) 8 = £ ( 2 I ) + [#(2t),#(2Q]. 

If 2Ï has a unity element 1, then a derivation Dof%is inner if and only 
if D has the form (36). 
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Since 3t is commutative, 2Ri = 2î(8). Any element of 9ft3= [22(H), 
[22(31), 22(31)]] is a sum of elements of the form (35), so 2R8^2»i. 
Then [SDÎ2, 9Jf2] ^5W4= [9Wi, 2Rs]^[2Wi, 2tti] = 2tt2 by (12). Hence 
Wli+m is a Lie algebra, 8 = 2»i+2»2-22(3t)+[22(31), 22(31)]. Let 
D~Ry + ]T)*' [RXi, Rzt] be an inner derivation. Since 12) = 0, we have 
3> = 0. 

We refer the reader to the proof of the following theorem by N. 
Jacobson in the paper mentioned in footnote 1. 

THEOREM 9 (JACOBSON). All derivations of a semi-simple Jordan 
algebra 31 over a field of characteristic zero are inner ; they have the form 
(36). 
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